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The mutual-support pension in community is an initiative that aims to provide the elderly 

with timely and efficient support both in terms of spiritual comfort and daily care, while 

reducing social cost. Based on ideas such as the time bank, senior cohousing and other 

patterns, it has been serving as a bottom-up social and spatial strategy for the aging crisis 

in China, having an increasingly worldwide influence. China, a country with long tradition 

of mutual support among neighbours, is facing the severe challenge of an aging 

population and an urgent demand for the elderly-oriented reformation of built 

environment in numerous old communities. In this context, it will be significant to have an 

investigation into the elderly mutual-support behaviours and spatial support conditions in 

Chinese urban communities. 

Taking the Chengxian Street Community as a case study, this research involved 

conducting an 180-households interview and questionnaire to investigate elderly mutual-

support behaviours and spatial support conditions. Two types of mutual support 



behaviour are taken into consideration: spiritual comfort (primary support) and daily care 

(advanced support). The study focuses on the specific types and frequency of 

behaviours, as well as the social relation between the giver and receiver. Supportive 

space is seen to correspond with specific behaviour types and supports the behaviours’ 

occurrence. It can take many forms: from function models inside the households to public 

space in the community.  

The survey aims to investigate the distribution of supportive space and analyse 

occupancy evaluation of the elderly people involved in the study in order to obtain an 

objective evaluation on the current condition of mutual-support behaviour and its 

supportive space for the elderly in urban communities. In addition, this research provides 

a basis for a follow-up study on the Spatial Support System for the mutual-support pension 

initiative and functions as a reference for the elderly-oriented reformation of residential 

environment in old communities in China. 
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